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The conventional intrinsic groups ( isotopic~ SU' 

connected with conserved vector currents. Fourth comp 

there currents give secondary quantized generators. B 

they can not mix different spin states of fields. We • 

that only tensor currents, but not vector ones can ge: 

transformations of the popular now group ~U(6)ll~ for 

spin mixing is characte~tic. Actually, SU(6) may be 

with the conserved symmetric tensor singlet and octet 

of the form 

drv(x) = ~of {.--i-4' 6~~y~ + ~f~t" e,\1+ e~1t'e,~ + 
. ~ 1 I ·- ..... ct.- nc=. tr (, 
'Jrv(?<~ = Li ofLt <¥ ~t 6~?"~ + da.t.t.. ~f ~\"~" + ~"'5"~ 

'\.. I a.-..._. ()C. i)1 + it' Ta.k €..1"'f6-.: 'f dv o6 ~'t: + (r-v 5 
together with the vector current 

j~ (-4) = 1- 41 ~r \e~ + 1 ta.te(~ct1r<fr. + ~~ ~e~ 
which generates the SU(J) transformations. In (1)-(J) 

::: A;ov~-o)\· E:, and symbol (rv) denotes the symmetri: 

brevity we have written in (1) -(3) only the contribu 
• multiplets: quark one, represented by <tJ(x~, and J 

sisting of B~(x.) (the 1- octet), «r(x.) ( the 

and of <fct (?<} ( the o- octet ) • At this stage the 

supposed to be free, and all these currents are strik 

ved 
~ 

or drv = 0 ) o,. J :::::0 
I t'\1 ) 

due to usual free equations of motion 

·t 
orj"=O 

~O+t-i)<v=O , (0-t''h .. =O, [_(o-y)srv-orov}( 
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The conventional intrinsic groups ( isotopic~ SU(J)) are 

connected with conserved vector currents. Fourth components of 

there currents give secondary quantized generators. Being J-scalarr, 

they can not mix different spin states of fields. We wish to stress 

that only tensor currents, but not vector ones can generate the 

transformations of the popular now group oU(6)l11 for which the 

spin mixing is characte~tic. Actually, SU(6) may be connected 

with the conserved symmetric tensor singlet and octet currents 

of the form 

3rv(ll) =~of {.--i.~ 6r-;;v'i' + ~.f~~gv+«~~r~~ +(rv)} (1) 

. g 1 J . - ~ d.- ()C.. \r r~}-n o) «Q' 
jt'" ("~ = 4 ofrt <¥ ~e, 6.f'4s>o"~ + Ja.k ~f' d~~" + \I"S"~ 1 d"o"+c.r r v) 

'\.. a..-- c.. . } (2) 

+ '-r ta..k t-t'f6-c <f 'd" o6 ~-c + Crv) 
together with the vector current 

. ~ - 1 (, - a.. ...... c.. (J) 
jt' (~) = '- 4J "~"" \€q> + T la.(k \.<fct dr<f~ +e." c)"g" ) 

-..;> 

which generates the SU(J) transformations. In (1)-(J) A. dv :& = 
= Aov"'f>-o.}\· F:, and symbol (rv) denotes the symmetrization. For 

brevity we have written in (1) -(J) only the contribution of two 
~ 

multiplets: quark one, represented by <tJ(x), and 35-plet, con-

sisting of B~Cx) ( the 1- octet)' er~) ( the 1- singlet ) 

and of ~a.. 0<) ( the o- octet ) • At this stage the fields are 

supposed to be free, and all these currents are striktly censer-

ved e 
or dt'v = 0 ) o,. J ::::0 

I t'\/ ) 

due to usual free equations of motion 

·t 
o~jr-=0 (4) 

~(i>+t.-l)'tj= 0 ? (a-.t-')<f'= 0, [Co-y)srv-oro,J( ~:)= 0 (5) 
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Note that the moment 

J t"i">.. = )( v J.,.t-'- X>- d v~ (6) 

of the conserved symmetric current ~rv is also conserved 

ot' dr,v~ =0 (6) 

Consequently, in a theory with the conserved symmetric tensor 

currents there exist two types of generators 

l~)(7) V =-i~J; J4vw" v = -i ~eli' J~ 'v). wv)\ 
g 

which are able to change the spin by 1 ( and analogously for clrv) 
(a-)) 

Hence there exist two types of transformations provided that 

both generators fo not vanish. One example of current Jrv is 

well-known: the symmetric energy-momentum tensor. 

The currents (1) and (2) are such, that the generators (7a) 

for them vanish, and the geaerators (7b) are 

1J-= ~ ~~o wr"~~ f.r-v}\~ ~ u_ )'s-'6slA +CC.--i ~;~v- i~~+e~3cs) 
W = ~ ~fo w:"{:~ ?-rv)-5' ~ U~B~t65U.+ (( -i dlX.ec. g~+ €~ + (9) 

_ • 11:: ( ~ + n e, o ~+ n \ .i_ c p,. r 0 a.+ c. c..+ gc1..\ l 
l.~~~r\)v-~v ~rJ- 1 7"'-gc.'C..~"~fu~f ~ + lf rJ.S 

J . [':t] 

where all the ·field operators depend on p : lA.C'p), li.Cp), gr(f) 
etc; CC stands for charge-conjugated terms for antiquarks. The 

generator, which corresponds to the vector current, is a usually 

Q =-i ~Ax j~ =\ ~~0 w~ti i:l}\4-u.+ CC+~~d.ec(Y'd.+~l+e;1~lo) 
'l'he generators Q? U and W produce infinitesimal tra:nsfor

mations of the fields } 

~ ~ = -i [ Q + lJ + \N') t 1 
So, for quarks 

-

j 

,. I 

~~(lc.)= ~ Il}.wd..A4.+6r"~r"+w~"~~~; 6t"i=~~,+~>dr)614, 11,l 
or, equivalently, in the free case, 

1> ~(_){') = l [~~a.~~+ ~rv)l.f ~ '(f'l{5(_wt'v+w~ ~d..JJ 
The transformations of the J5-plet are 

c;~a.(_,() =- +C1.ac0g'fc+ i w~v£.r".,_5'~g~)) &~r=~r"~" 1 

C ()d..(.:\ (?. ( nt. A 110.. A ~ I (}C:. \!:"A r 

o t>t' \!I =- W ,-....Q.c.: ~t' + wt'" \:>" + Wr" ~de.. tl" + \)3; w1 

{c e. h_c. 
-\- T :Tt;l.Q.c.wJ.f> <i..~\1-'lf't' t' ~ 

where w = f h , + Pt' \!''' t.J 'v/o 1 -1- ~v' [~ a.nd · 
t'" ~ t't' r J "' ~" " JA .. -J 

In the rest system (f= OJ the transformations (11) a 

coincide with the SU(6) transformations. There is no ne 

superfluous momenta in such a relativization ( in conti 
r-.-

SL(6), ~2. and so on ), and the problem of non-invaria 

eq~tion~of motion do not arise: the equations (5) arE 

invariant under the transformations obtained. For the ~ 

relativization coinCides with Salam one[J]. The only dj 

is that we complement three non-relativistic spin matrj 

antisymmetric tensor, instead of 4-vector, in general j 

reference. Our parameters vJt'v and the Salam ones ~ 
ted by the formula wt'"€-t'v>-f ~ = Ef. The Salam tr< 

tion corresponds also to tensor carrents, but the latt1 

symmetric and conserved only in one index. e, 
l'lhen omit·~ing parameters Wrv~v)l.~ \>'I>. and Wl'v' I 

in U" and W one obtains pseudovector quanti ties ' 

~ c\i ~ (.ti') e.g. for quarks ~ Ji_ U..(\;')~"~5 UCf"· 9-..t>o S'~ 1 ~po .> ) 

the relation is revealed to the pseudovector currentR, 

algebra of currents[41. 'rhus, in fact, the "pseudovect1 
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ment 

'J r,">.. = )( v 3'>-~- x ~ d vt' C
6

) 

symmetric current drv is also conserved 

ot' dr,v}.. = 0 
a theory with the conserved symmetric tensor 

xist two types of generators 

(6) 

lvw" (ct.) J v =-i(dx J~ v>.wv)\ l~)(7) 
j J g 

o change the spin by 1 ( and analogously for J t'") 
t two types of transformations provided that 
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s (1) and (2) are such, that the generators (7a) 

and the geaerators (7b) are 

~ ~t'v)..~ ~ "U.\~"65 lA +CC--i~;~v- i~~+e~3(s) 

! i.t'"')-5' ~ ul\8'1(t'6
5
U.+ C( -i dct.ec. g~+ €~ + (g) 

n <S+ n \ 1. c p,. f 0 a.+ c.. c..+ no..\ l 
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eld operators depend on p : u.Cf)) U..Cf)) erCr) 
s for charge-conjugated terms for antiquarks. The 

corresponds to the vector current, is a usually 

\ !~0 (~e,ti ~A>--~u.+ cc+i~d.~c.(lfd-\-tg~+e;+:t~lo) 
Q_ 7 U and W produce infinitesimal transfor

ields } 

~ = -i [Q+V+W)-1 

• 

J. 

'b~(lc.)= ~ (~wd.~.._+ 6rvlwrv+W~v~~}r; 6tw=~r·+"tlr}>l''v'~~~·~~+ r~~?ll) 
or, equivalently, in the free case, 

1>~(x)= ~ [~~"-}..~ +£-t"',..f ~¥r'l(s(wr"+w~>..lk)1~ 
I 

(11) 

The transformations of the J5-plet are 

(. g -1 ~ I' n~\· n A n \i""~ nt 
Cl-9a.<..x) =- tdc~ lfc+-,:wr"€.t'").5'Y~~ J' bt!.t'=wr"c" + ~~wr"~" 

(12) 
fld.(.:'\ 0, n \: A ()Cl A Q, I (JC:.. n:- 1\ d fJ 

<t, ~\"~I =- W t....Q.c ~t' + wt'" ~" + Wt'" ~a.k. t~" + \)~ Wt'vt!.\1 + 
~( ~ fie. + T Jci.~c_cJJ..~ <i.~\lo~t' -"" ~ 

where ~ t'" = (brt-' + pr~9 Wr'v'~v'v + t'~t~ a.nJ fr= l or . 
In the rest system (f = 0 J the transformations (11) and (12) 

coincide with the SU(6) transformations. There is no need in 

superfluous momenta in such a relativization ( in contrast with 
r-

SL( 6), ~2. and so on ), and the problem of non-invariance of 

eq~ationsof motion do'not arise: the equations (5) are striktly 

invariant under the transformations obtained. ~·or the quarks this 

relativization coincides with Salam one[J]. The only distinction 

is that we complement three non-relativistic spin matrices to 

antisymmetric tensor, instead of 4-vector, \n general frame of 

reference. Our parameters Wt"v and the Salam ones E.f are rela

ted by the formula wl"'"€-t"v~.S' ~ = ES'. The Salam transforma

tion corresponds also to tensor carrents, but the latter are non

symmetric and conserved only in one index. 
(J, 

\'/hen omit·~ing parameters wrv~v~r \>).and wt'v' £\""~~ f't.. 
in lf and W one obtains pseudovector quantities of the form 

J- (d~ ~.fll!- ~ (~) e.g. for quarks } ~ u...Cp')~"'6sUC.f"· 1'herefore 
~l>o 5' ~ r ;...po .> ') 

the relation is revealed to the pseudovector currents, in the 

algebra of durre~ts[41. 'l'hus, in fact, the "pseudovector currents" ,, 
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4. 

are originated by the fourth components of some conserved 

tenser currents. It takes off the question about the non-conser

vation of the pseudoveotor currents, and explains their connec

tion with SU(6). 

A theory with interactions may be conjectured as one, in 
6 

which tensor currents Jr" and Jrv serve as sources of 2+ 

fields ( in analogy with conserved vector currents which are the 

sources of 1- fields(5J). Hence it follows, firstly, the funda

mental role of the 189 supermultiplet, containing just octet 

and singlet of the- 2+ states. Its role is the same as of regular 

representations e.g. the SU(J) octet for 1- ~lds. Note, that the 

experimentally found 2+ resonances form just octet and singlet: 

K~(~~~o), T=t, Y=±1 ;J\:t.(1:;'1.o),T=1)Y=O; f(11.so)
7 

!-'Q5~5), T==<J, Y==-0 C~] 

In this connection it is important to identify other states of the 

l89-plet[
7J. Secondly, the common current-source implies the 

universality of the 2+ field interactions and, therefore, the 

definite relations between the constants of interactions of all 

the fields with the 2+ fields. In different aspect the universali

ty hypothesis has been discussed inL8} 

In the free fields transformations obtained the parameters 

depend on 4-velocity. Actually , if we apply the Lee bracket 

operation (~,_ s1-b_, b2..).S. =: b -4.·J· where the variations 01 ,'82. 
are transformations (11) (12) With parameters tJ~ > W

1
f"V ) (..J-i~\1 

and W~ w. w CL , respectively, then we shall find for 
L ) "~"'" ) !t'V 

the parameters of the bracket variation ~8~ 

-
"-I 
I 

d.. L (, ~ t. 1 q, t. - Q. - C:.. "\ 
~h =- :r~4c.\..W-t W'l. +TWt'"Wt'v+lA~Llv<.\)lt'"'-Qi.vJ...) 

wrvg't=- (bJ..t. +LL.,_l4.~(w"t'J..wt..vft+ ~ w~,~.. '-'\_~~- ~ 

w~ t't. =- ~ J..Y. -\-lAJ.. u~( w:r~ w,_v~ + w"r~ w~,. + J4. 
t ~ 6 ~-\ 

- -tA.k ( w1 w.._t'"- wt. £.V1t'"J 
114«--dc. 

r 
m 11 - t' -;.a.herefore,- to eaoh value of 4-velooity ""'r-~-
there corresponds its own group. The dependence on t 

ty is an essential defectL91 if these transformation~ 
I 

le in theory with interaction, they would impose an j 

number of limitations on reaction amplitudes and make 

to be zero. But they appear to be non-applicable, sii 

teraction will violate the conservation of the above 

and J ~v • Therefore, the transformations and the c 

to be modified: transformations and currents must be 
i..t 

non-linear, interaction is present. Such a situation 

to one in the field theoretical approach to the Eins· 

tion theory~o,l~. There the interaction essentially 

the tensor current ( the energy-momentum tensor ) in 

manner[lll As to the non-linearity of laws of transf 

gravitation theory gives also such an example ( up t 

in the field theory): it is the law of transformatio 

which becomes an infinite series in powers gravitat 

when the gravitation interaction is taken into accou 

For the time being the problem of re-establishm 

true theory is still at the initial stage. However, 

dy now draw some conclusions concerning the role of 

and the reasons for difficulties of its straigh~for 
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5. 
d.. L (, e_ t. 1 q, t. · , -.. ~ · C:.. ' 

(A) h. =- J" ""--'c.\..w-t w,_ 4- T~rvl.c)r" + ~~l..l"-.v' t'J... <..Vi.Vd...) 

wf""g't=-:- ('bJ..t. ,_t.t..,_l.l~(w"t'J..wt..vt+ ~ w:rk c..u~ - ~"~ 

w~ t't. =- ~ ...... --\-lAJ..IA~(w:r~ w._vf> + wtr~w~~ + J4-Q.<w~r"'w2~,:{r~ 
1_ (, t c.. ~ c.."\ - :r~«c:. '-w1 w._t"v- w'l. c.v1t""J 

., ua.-tk '!.!> 

r~ r~ -
Therefore,- to each value of 4-velocity U..r = ~= ~-
there corresponds its own group. The dependence on the 4-veloci

ty is an essential defeotl91 if these transformations were applica~ 
le in theory with interaction, they would impose an infinite 

number of limitations on reaction amplitudes and make the latter 

to be zero. But they appear to be non-applicable, since an in

teraction will violate the conservation of the above currents ~rv 
6 

and Jt'" . Therefore, the transformations and the currents: need 

to be modified: transformations and currents must be essentially 
i..t 

non-linear, interaction is present. Such a situation is analogous 

to one in the field theoretical approach to the Einstein gravita

tion theory~o,l~. There the interaction essentially modifies 

the tensor current ( the energy-mcmentum•tenscr ) in a non-linear 

manner[11l As to the non-linearity of laws of transformations thP. 

gravitation theory gives also such an example ( up to now unique 

in the field theory): it is the law of transformations of spinors, 

which becomes an infinite series in powers gravitation field, 

when the gravitation interaction is taken into accounti
121. 

For the time being the problem of re-establishment of a 

true theory is still at the initial stage. However, we can alrea

dy now ~faw some conclusions concerning the role of the SU(6) 

and the ~eas~s for difficulties of its strai~1t;forward linear 
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relativizations. In the true theory S-matrix will be invariant 

under some new non-linear transformations, but not under the · 

SU(6) transformations. This general group will reduce to sU(6) 

applied to one-particle states and to statio effects only. As to 

the reaction amplitudes, the new group will,generally speaking, 

establish relations between processes with different numbers of 

parUcles. Therefore, the SU(6) group is dynamical group in Pais 

language. Note also, that when modifying .the current, the neutral 

tensor current will apparently be complemented to the energy

momentum tensor, so that the true non-linear group will contain 

the homogeneous Lorentz group and the SU(J) group as its subgroups. 

In any case)it is just the conserved tensor currents that 

generate the group, which reduces to SU(6) in the rest system, 

and it suggests that they will be the object of am extensive 

investigations in the nearest future. More detail investiga

tion will be published elsewhere. 

The authors are sincerely indebted to M.A.Markov, Nguyen 

van Hieu and B.N.Valuev for disqussions. 
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